CANOE DESIGNS

BY TED

MOORES

Nomad 17s

Prospector Type Traditional Recreational Canoe

Recognising the popularity of the classic 16' Chestnut Prospector 'Fort', Canadian Canoes commissioned Ted
Moores to design a 17' tripping canoe which would be a kindred spirit to the 'Fort'. The mid section and profile are
similar to our 16' Prospector but with much of the hollow in the waterlines removed. This uninterupted direction of
water flow allows the canoe to move through the water with the least amount of resistance. It adds some fullness (lift) to
the hull below the waterline as well as being a very easy shape to plank.
A new wood canvas form was constructed in March of 1994 from the Moores’ design and a number of
Wilderness Nomad's are now in service. The design is so successful that Ron Frenette decided we should make this craft
available using the Bear Mountain wood/epoxy strip building technique. The Nomad-S is long, sleek, easy to plank and
easier to paddle.
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PROFESSIONAL PLANS

FOR THE

CANOE DESIGNS

BY

CASUAL

S PECIFICATIONS

• Length 17’
• Maximum beam 35"
• Beam w/l 32.6”
• Beam gunnel 34”
• Bow height 25"
• Centre Depth 14.5"
• Draft 4.5”
• Displacement 416 lbs.
• Wetted surface 28.6 sq.ft.
• Weight to immerse 169 lb/in
• Mom to trim 600 in-lb/in
• Prismatic coefficient 0.532
• Weight 55 to 65 lbs.

• Length 17' 9"
• Maximum beam 36"
• Beam waterline 32.5"
• Beam gunnel 36"
• Bow height 21"
• Centre depth 14.5"
• Draft 4"
• Displacement 420 lbs.
• Wetted surface 31.5 sq.ft.
• Weight to immerse 150 lb/in
• Prismatic coefficient 0.553
• Weight 55 to 60 lbs.

Designed for Ron Frenette, Canadian
Canoes Ltd. by Ted Moores, Feb. 1994
© The Bear Mountain Boat Shop 1995
The Wilderness Nomad is built in cedar/canvas
and wood strip/epoxy by Canadian Canoes,
Brampton, Ontario

FOR THE

CASUAL

BUILDER

Steve Killing designed this big Freedom canoe for those who loved the feel of the 17, but simply needed to carry a bigger load. Whether it's more people, bigger people or more packs for an extended wilderness
trip, they will fit. The length, beam and freeboard have been increased with only subtle changes to the hull
shape. The resulting stability is high. With slightly more rocker than many modern canoes, the Freedom
series has gained back the turning ability found in traditional canoe shapes, without sacrificing the speed of
the modern hull.
"We haven't forgotten that canoes should look good and this is one of the prettiest canoes you'll find".

The Freedom line of canoes are built in
high quality synthetic materials by
Bluewater Canoes, Guelph, Ontario.

BASED ON A

S PECIFICATIONS

S PECIFICATIONS

• Length 17'
• Maximum beam 30.7"
• Beam waterline 28.5"
• Beam gunnel 25"
• Bow height 16"
• Centre depth 11.25"
• Stern height 14"
• Draft 3"
• Displacement 244 lbs.
• Wetted surface 25.2 sq.ft.
• Weight to immerse 123 lb/in
• Weight 45 to 55 lbs.

• Length 16'
• Maximum beam 35"
• Beam waterline 33.25"
• Bow height 19.25"
• Centre depth 13.25"
• Displacement 420 lbs.
• Draft 4"
• Wetted surface 27.2 sq.ft.
• Weight to immerse 120 lb/in
• Prismatic coefficient 0.510
• Weight 55 to 60 lbs
• Keel-less or shoe keel

© Designed by Steve Killing
Steve Killing Yacht Design Inc.
P.O. Box 755
Midland, Ontario L4R 4P4

© The Bear Mountain Boat Shop 1993
Lines taken by Bill Mason
Drawn by Ted Moores, 1993
Lines faired by Steve Killing, 1999

STEVE KILLING

Modern efficient tripping canoe

© Designed by Steve Killing
Steve Killing Yacht Design Inc.
P.O. Box 755
Midland, Ontario L4R 4P4

DESIGN

BY

Freedom 17/9

PROFESSIONAL PLANS

STEVE KILLING

For those beautiful days out for lunch on the river or an evening on the lake by yourself, this is the
boat. This asymmetrical design (the forward sections are finer than those aft) can be paddled from a tractor
style seat while switching sides every eight strokes or from a traditional seat with the boat heeled over. Over
two and a half inches of tumblehome either side bring the gunnels in for comfortable paddling.
Designers comments: "The large tumblehome was designed into this boat for ease of paddling, but what it
does to the appearance of the boat is dramatic. The narrow gunnel width emphasises the slim lines and the high
section curvature near the waterline looks dramatic. And I think you will find this boat paddles even better than
it looks."

PROFESSIONAL PLANS

S PECIFICATIONS

BUILDER

17’ Solo Day-Tripper
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CANOE DESIGNS

FOR THE

16' PROSPECTOR 'FORT'

CASUAL

BUILDER

BUILT BY THE

CHESTNUT CANOE COMPANY

16' Prospector

Traditional Work & Pleasure Canoe

The Chestnut Canoe Company built this "workhorse of the North" to meet the specific needs of the
prospector - good maneuverability through whitewater and wilderness, with capacity to carry substantial
loads. The 16' Prospector features a flattened, shallow arch hull with its fullness carried into the bow and
stern, good depth amidships to maintain freeboard and deepened ends to keep paddlers and gear dry. The
rockered keel-line makes it very maneuverable in whitewater. This was the favoured canoe of the late Bill
Mason, Canada’s premier paddler..."it is amazing that such a large-volume tripping canoe can also be so beautiful to paddle solo in the leaned position - canoe ballet, as I call it. It is the ideal all-round canoe."

PROFESSIONAL PLANS

FOR THE

CASUAL

BUILDER
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